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Recently I was given a bowl of delicious, sweet little treats from a friend whose neighbour is
growing them, and I think I ate nearly the whole bowl … I had tasted this little fruit before and
wondered “Why haven’t I planted any of these trees already?”

The beautiful tree is a Grumichama or Brazilian Cherry and its botanical name is Eugenia
dombeyi. 

This spectacular, evergreen perennial tree grows 3 to 5m in height, has about a 2m spread and
grows best in a sub-tropical to tropical environment.  It’s considered an ornamental tree as well
as edible as it produces an abundance of small cherry-like fruits during spring and summer after
the flush of new growth. Being closely related to Syzigium (Lilly Pilly species) the new growth
has a pinkish colouring and also has lovely white flowers. 

The Grumichama can be grown to form a hedge, used as a wind break or to screen out
unattractive views or neighbours. This attractive tree originates in South America and can be
grown in part-shade to full sun. It likes a rich, friable, slightly acidic soil (so no lime added to soil
before planting) and will tolerate periods of wet conditions. It will also tolerate some dry
conditions, but requires watering regularly once the fruit appears to allow for fruit to set.
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When planting the tree, allow sufficient space for the branches to spread out. Dig a deep hole,larger than the  root ball and include good compost when back filling around the roots. A goodidea is to soak the potted plant in a bucket of diluted liquid fertiliser to help the plant retainmoisture and limit transplanting shock. Cover with a mix of rotted manures and compost and include some slow release fertiliser likeblood and bone or chooks pellets to encourage new growth.  Watering in well with a liquid fertiliser, worm juice, comfrey tea or a kelp mixture will give theplant a good dose of nutrients to help establish a strong root system. Always cover with a layerof mulch to retain moisture and nutrients.       The Grumichama will fruit from about 2-3 years and every spring to summer will produce small,dark cherry or orange coloured fruits with sweet white flesh, which can be eaten fresh or used tomake jams or pies.The Eugenia’s are part of the Myrtaceae family in which some species have been affected byMyrtle Rust. This may be the only problem this plant could encounter as it has few pest anddisease problems. I would suggest keeping an eye on the birds as they do love this fruit too!You’ll need to harvest regularly to get your share of the crop and reduce fruit fly. I am happy to say I am now the proud owner of a gorgeous specimen of Grumichama and nowcan’t wait for the fruit to appear. I think I’ll have to fight off the kids though…Recipe for Grumichama Jelly (found online and it’s similar to Rosella Jam)IngredientsBucket full of Grumichamas SugarJam setter (or try boiling with a chopped green apple)LimesDirections  

Pick all the grumichamas from the tree. Don't worry about removing the stems or the frilly bitson the fruit where the flower was. Wash the fruits, and then put them in a large pot and justcover with water. Bring to the boil and simmer for at least half an hour to an hour. Make sure thewater doesn't evaporate. Add more water if you need to, during the process. Once the fruit isreally soft, strain the juice.  Measure the number of cups of juice you have recovered. Then place this juice into a jam pan,and add the equal number of cups of sugar. Add the juice of a few limes/lemons, and cook untilthe sugar has dissolved. Add the jam setter (amount depends on the quantity of juice) and boilfor at least five minutes. Test the jam by placing a drip on a cold plate and when it wrinkles, thejam is cooked. If it doesn’t wrinkle after 10 minutes, add more jam setter.  Heat the jars and lids before you start in the oven for about 20 minutes (110 degrees celcius). Pour liquid into the hot jars and put lids on as soon as you can. Grumichama Ice Blocks  Ingredients6 cups Grumichama fruit1¼ cups sugar½ cup waterDirections Wash fruit and cut in half to remove seeds. Squeeze all the fruit to a pulp or blend in foodprocessor. Boil the water and add the sugar. Reduce heat and stir until sugar dissolves. Leaveto cool. Place the fruit pulp in ice molds, pour in the syrup and freeze. Enjoy this summer!Tags: Cath Manuel , contributing writers , fruit trees , green blog , Green Journey , how togrow , Plant profile, recipes
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